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Ocular migraine: When to seek help
What is an ocular migraine? Is it a sign of something
serious?
According to the Mayo Clinic, the term "ocular migraine" can
be confusing. It generally means a headache that's
accompanied by changes in vision. But the term is often used
interchangeably to refer to two different conditions:
migraine aura, which usually isn't serious, and retinal
migraine, which could signal something serious.
Migraine aura affecting your vision
Ocular migraine sometimes describes a migraine aura that
involves your vision. Migraine auras include a variety of
sensations that are often visual. Auras may also include
other sensations, such as numbness, that precede or
accompany a migraine. Aura can sometimes occur without a
headache.
A migraine aura that affects your vision is common. Visual
symptoms don't last long. A migraine aura involving your
vision will affect both eyes, and you may see:
 Flashes of light
 Zigzagging patterns
 Blind spots
 Shimmering spots or stars
These symptoms can temporarily interfere with certain
activities, such as reading or driving, but the condition
usually isn't considered serious.
Retinal migraine
Ocular migraine sometimes is used as a synonym for the
medical term "retinal migraine." A retinal migraine is a rare
condition occurring in a person who has experienced other
symptoms of migraine. Retinal migraine involves repeated
bouts of short-lasting, diminished vision or blindness. These
bouts may precede or accompany a headache.
A retinal migraine — unlike a migraine aura — will affect only
one eye, not both. But usually, loss of vision in one eye isn't
related to migraine. It's generally caused by some other
more serious condition. So if you experience visual loss in
one eye, be sure to see a doctor right away for prompt
treatment.

*** Read the TRIAD NEWSLETTER online at www.unionsheriff.com ***

How the Turkey got its name

Leftover Turkey and Stuffing Croquettes

The turkey is strictly an American bird, native to North
America with a habitat ranging from Guatemala to Canada.
One theory of how the turkey got its name is that when
the Spaniards first brought it to Europe in the early
1500s, it was mistaken for a similar-looking bird, the
guinea fowl, native to North Africa and often called the
turkey cock.
There is, however, another much more fascinating turkey
theory for those whose origin we have to go far back,
almost 3,000 years, to the days of King Solomon.
In describing King Solomon's fabulous wealth, the Bible (I
Kings 10:22 and II Chronicle 9:21) speaks of a ship that
Solomon had in Tarshish on the Spanish southern coast
which brought "zahav, v'kesef, shenabim, v'kofim,
v'TIKKUYIM." --- Gold, silver, ivory, apes and peacocks -- to his palaces.
We now take an almost 2,500 year historical leap to 1492
and Columbus' discovery of America. Despite the fanciful
speculation to the contrary, most historians now agree
that there was only one person of known Jewish birth on
Columbus' First Voyage, but he was a very significant one.
Luis de Torres, a Jew baptized shortly before Columbus'
fleet sailed, was the interpreter of the expedition. He is
described in Columbus' diaries as a man "who had been a
Jew and knew Hebrew and Chaldean and a little Arabic,"
and Columbus brought him along in case he met the "grand
Khan."
Luis de Torres did not meet Khan, but among the many
wonders he and his exploration parties did discover was a
large wild bird with a head and body very similar to the
peacock. The male even had a feather display which, while
not as spectacular, resembled the peacocks. De Torres,
with his background of Biblical Hebrew but poor
ornithological knowledge, called this bird a tukki, which
over the centuries has been corrupted into our "turkey."
Which is why we eat a bird with a Hebrew name on
Thanksgiving!

Turkey stuffing croquettes with cranberry vinaigrette is a
great way to transform your Thanksgiving and holiday
leftovers into a new meal!
Ingredients
 2 cups finely chopped cooked turkey
 2 cups leftover bread stuffing
 1 large egg
 2 T. minced shallots
 2 T. minced parsley
 vegetable oil to fry
Breading
 1 cup flour
 2 large eggs, beaten
 1 cup dry breadcrumbs
Cranberry Sauce Vinaigrette
 1/2 cup whole berry cranberry sauce
 1/4 cup lemon juice
 1 T. Dijon mustard
 1 T. minced shallots (optional)
 1/3 cup extra virgin olive oil
 6 oz. mixed greens for garnish

Give thanks to the Lord, for He is good, His mercy endures
forever. I Chronicles 16:34

Instructions
1. Heat Oil to 350 degrees.
2. In a large bowl mix the turkey, stuffing, egg, shallots,
and parsley, until combined. Season to taste with salt
and pepper. Shape the mixture into twelve patties.
3. Separate the flour, eggs, and breadcrumbs into three
shallow bowls. Beat the eggs until well mixed. Dip
each croquette into the flour, shaking off any excess,
then into the egg, letting it drip off, and then coat with
breadcrumbs. Drop croquettes in hot oil until brown
on each side.
4. To make the salad dressing, mix the cranberry sauce,
lemon juice, mustard, and shallots. Gradually whisk
in the olive oil until emulsified.
5. To serve, arrange croquettes and a portion of the
greens on a plate and drizzle with the cranberry
vinaigrette. Serve extra vinaigrette alongside.

A note from Brother David Martin…
Many of us have heard the old adage, “We can
disagree without being disagreeable”. No doubt most will
agree while others disagree with the article, but be that as
it may, I speak the feelings and even emotions of my very
being!
I entered this old world on December 6, 1934, lived
during some of the “good old days”, which days were not
always that good. Pearl Harbor was bombed on December
7, 1941, one day following my 7th birthday. Even at my
young age I remember a great deal about World War Two
and some of the Great Generation. People—men and
women—by the thousands were drafted or volunteered to
serve in some branch of the military.
One thing stands out: people as a nation were
patriotic beyond compare. Gas, coffee, sugar and other
items were rationed. Many worked in shipyards (one of my
aunts did), some in plane and tank plants or factories where
people as a whole, as a United Nation, were more patriotic;
they loved this nation and offered blood and sweat and
tears. Flags were proudly flown. Some people had little
banners on windows with stars designating or symbolizing
their sons and daughters serving in the military. In our
schools we stood every day in our classrooms and saluted
the Flag and said the Pledge of Allegiance, sometimes sang
“God Bless America” and no one would have ever
considered disrespecting or dishonoring the American Flag
or our National Anthem. To have done an unheard of
practice would not only have been considered un-American
and unpatriotic but also despicable! And I agree!
The irony of it all: men and women have sacrificed
life and limb so people have the right to do these kinds of
what we consider disgraceful actions. And at the same time,
our own disrespectful actions such as not saying the Pledge
of Allegiance or saluting the Flag or singing the National
Anthem at sporting or other events. Let’s return to
Patriotism!

Be thankful for what you have; you'll end up having more. If you
concentrate on what you don't have, you will never, ever have
enough. Oprah Winfrey
Do not be anxious about anything, but in every situation, by prayer
and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And
the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard
your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus. Philippians 4:6-7

This is the only life you will have before you enter eternity. If
you want to find joy, you must first find thankfulness. Indeed,
the one who is thankful for even a little enjoys much. But the
unappreciative soul is always miserable, always complaining. He
lives outside the shelter of the Most High God. ― Francis
Frangipane

Psalm 9:1 I will give thanks to you, LORD, with all my heart; I
will tell of all your wonderful deeds.

Medicare Card Changes in 2018
New Medicare cards arriving next year will no
longer display Social Security numbers, a move
designed to protect against fraud and identity
theft.
Identity theft has been on the rise among those
age 65 and older. According to the latest figures
from the Department of Justice, the number of
cases reached 2.6 million in 2014, up a half
million incidents in just two years.
Here’s what you need to know about the new
cards:
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
(CMS) will begin mailing the cards to
beneficiaries in April, 2018. The cards will
automatically be mailed to all 58 million current
beneficiaries. You don’t need to do anything
special to receive one. The new cards will feature
a randomly assigned Medicare Beneficiary
Identifier (MBI) made up of 11 letters and
numbers. Your benefits won’t change under the
new MBI.
Scams relating to the new card are already
surfacing. Some Medicare recipients report
getting calls from scammers who tell them that
they must pay for the new card and then ask
them for their checking account and Medicare
card numbers. Don’t give out either number.
CMS will never need you to tell them what your
Medicare card number is because they already
know it.

Type 2 Diabetes
According to WebMd…
Sometimes type 2 diabetes can develop without any
warnings signs. In fact, about a third of all people who have
type 2 diabetes don't know they have it.
Common warnings signs of diabetes include:
 Increased thirst
 Increased hunger (especially after eating)
 Dry mouth
 Frequent urination or urine infections
 Unexplained weight loss (even though you are
eating and feel hungry)
 Fatigue (weak, tired feeling)
 Blurred vision
 Headaches
Other warning signs of type 2 diabetes' complications may
include:
 Slow-healing sores or cuts
 Itching of the skin (usually around the vaginal or
groin area)
 Frequent yeast infections
 Recent weight gain
 Velvety, dark skin changes of the neck, armpit, and
groin, called acanthosis nigricans
 Numbness and tingling of the hands and feet
 Decreased vision
 Impotence or erectile dysfunction (ED)
Because type 2 diabetes can lead to serious health
complications, it's important to be aware of any diabetes
warning signs and get tested for diabetes if you have any of
these symptoms. Treating diabetes early can help prevent
serious complications.

Psalm 107:8-9 Let them give thanks to the LORD for his
unfailing love and his wonderful deeds for mankind, for he
satisfies the thirsty and fills the hungry with good things.

FROM THE OFFICE…
Happy almost Thanksgiving! Which means that it's almost Christmas! WOW!
“We don't meet people by accident. They are meant to cross our path for a reason.”
I have crossed paths with some pretty great people in my life. There have been those that just were
standing in a line with me and made me laugh or gave me a compliment. There have been those who
stayed a little longer—school mates, work partners, sisters and brothers from church. There have been
those that left too soon—they moved away, they changed jobs, they left this earthly realm.
Let me tell you about some folks that have crossed my path:
•
•
•

•
•

My two sisters who became my best friends. If you don't have a sister, adopt one. I have adopted
many sisters back through the years and will continue to do so. Sisters know MOST of your
secrets and they LOVE YOU anyway!
A former teacher of mine that became a co-worker and eventually a most wonderful friend. I
want to be like her when I grow up. She has influenced my life in so many ways.
Co-workers. I have been SO blessed to work with SO many wonderful people through the years.
I have had principals that became great friends—Mike and Steve and Johnny. Co-teachers that
became great friends—Martha and Janice and Betty and Becky and Sherry and Susan and Brenda
and Dee and so many more.
More co-workers. Once again, great bosses—Bob and Dusty. Once again, co-workers that have
become friends. All of you at UPSO, you know who you are.
Church friends—Bird's Chapel United Methodist Church, where I began my walk with Jesus. I
think back to so many that influenced my life forever. So many preachers and their families that
became almost members of our family. People that I may only see now in the grocery store or at
funerals had great influence on my young life. Salem Baptist Church, where I have spent the
majority of my adult life. The people have become my friends and my family. They have
become a shoulder to lean on in times of trouble or sorrow. They have made me laugh a million
times and have taught me MUCH about the Lord.

Just think of all the people that we come in contact with in a week. Hairdressers and store clerks and
mechanics and people sitting next to you in the doctor's office. My mother became friends with the
people that she shared a waiting room with when she was taking radiation. It really does not take much to
become acquainted with others: a smile, a handshake, an interested nod of a head during a conversation.
Remember that there are lonely people in this world. Passing a person in Wal-Mart with a smile and a
“How are you today?” can do amazing things for a very alone person who is trying their best to buy food
for one when they have always cooked for many.
When you rise in the morning, try to think of ways that you can be a friend or become a friend.
As always, we can go to the Word for wise counsel about friendship.
“A FRIEND LOVES AT ALL TIMES.”
Susan
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WHAT IS TRIAD?
TRIAD
is cooperation
between Law Enforcement
Agencies
Citizens

and

Senior

TRIAD strives to reduce
criminal victimization of
older persons
TRIAD assesses the needs
and concerns
citizens

of

older

TRIAD leads to a broad
dialogue on safety and
security issues
TRIAD is the link with
elderly members of the
community
TRIAD combines common
sense and imagination!

Webster’s Dictionary defines thankful as being conscious of benefits
received; feeling or expressing gratitude; appreciative. Synonyms for
thankful include: appreciative, contented, grateful, indebted,
overwhelmed, pleased, relieved, satisfied, beholden, content,
gratified, obliged and much obliged.
Feeling and expressing appreciation is good for us. Like any wise
father, God wants us to learn to be thankful for all the gifts He has
given us. It is in our best interest to be reminded that everything we
have is a gift from Him. Without gratefulness, we become arrogant
and self-centered. We begin to believe that we have achieved
everything on our own. Thankfulness keeps our hearts in right
relationship to the Giver of all good gifts.
Giving thanks also reminds us of how much we do have. Human beings
are prone to covetousness. We tend to focus on what we don’t have.
By giving thanks continually we are reminded of how much we do have.
When we focus on blessings rather than wants, we are happier. When
we start thanking God for the things we usually take for granted, our
perspective changes. We realize that we could not even exist without
the merciful blessings of God.
I don’t think it is any mistake that we have Veterans’ Day and
Thanksgiving Day in the same month. Be dedicated to pray for our
service personnel and thank God for them each and every day. We are
so very blessed to have them standing between us and so much evil in
the world. Take the time to do something that will bless a Veteran.
Buy him/her a cup of coffee or lunch; bless them with money or a nice
gift—just because you are thankful for the sacrifice they made for
our freedom simply by being willing to stand in the gap for us.
Remember that our military is made up of all volunteers. It was a
conscious decision each service member made to be a sacrifice for his
fellow citizens.
Most of all, be thankful for the greatest sacrifice ever made. ”For
God presented Jesus as the sacrifice for sin. People are made right
with God when they believe that Jesus sacrificed his life, shedding his
blood.” (Romans 3:25)

